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A celebration of 78 rpm record subculture reveals the growing value of rare records and the determined efforts of their collectors and archivists, exploring the music of blues artists who have been lost to the modern world.
(Easy Piano Personality). 17 songs for easy piano from the 9th studio album by contemporary music superstar, Taylor Swift. The songs in this album, which is a conceptual sequel to her Folklore album, include: Champagne Problems * Closure * Coney Island * Cowboy like Me * Dorothea * Evermore * Gold Rush * Happiness * It's Time to Go * Ivy * Long Story Short * Marjorie * No Body, No Crime * Right Where You Left Me * 'Tis the Damn
Season * Tolerate It * Willow.
(Big Note Personality). Big-note arrangements of a dozen top tunes from this crossover sensation: Fearless * Fifteen * Forever & Always * Hey Stephen * Love Story * Our Song * Picture to Burn * Should've Said No * Teardrops on My Guitar * White Horse * You Belong with Me * You're Not Sorry.
This political fantasy follows a scholar's quest to choose the next ruler of her nation amidst lies, conspiracy, and assassination When the death of Iron Queen Sarelin Brey fractures the realm of Elira, Lysande Prior, the palace scholar and the queen’s closest friend, is appointed Councillor. Publically, Lysande must choose the next monarch from amongst the city-rulers vying for the throne. Privately, she seeks to discover which ruler murdered the queen,
suspecting the use of magic. Resourceful, analytical, and quiet, Lysande appears to embody the motto she was raised with: everything in its place. Yet while she hides her drug addiction from her new associates, she cannot hide her growing interest in power. She becomes locked in a game of strategy with the city-rulers – especially the erudite prince Luca Fontaine, who seems to shift between ally and rival. Further from home, an old enemy is stirring: the
magic-wielding White Queen is on the move again, and her alliance with a traitor among the royal milieu poses a danger not just to the peace of the realm, but to the survival of everything that Lysande cares about. In a world where the low-born keep their heads down, Lysande must learn to fight an enemy who wears many guises… even as she wages her own battle between ambition and restraint.
2019 FIFA Women’s World Cup
Ticket Masters
Murder on the Set
Focus On: 100 Most Popular American Singer-songwriters
Sober Bob
Taylor Swift
(Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist Songbook). Our digital folio for Taylor's long-anticipated remake of her 2012 classic album features arrangements for piano and voice with guitar chord frames. Songs include: All Too Well * Better Man * Everything Has Changed * Holy Ground * I Knew You Were Trouble * Red * Sad Beautiful Tragic * State of Grace * 22 * We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together * and more.
This ebook explains Taylor Swift's biography and rise to fame. Taylor Swift's rise to fame is due to many factors. But one thing is certain. She will be remembered as one of the greatest female artists of all time given her numerous musical achievements online and offline. She managed to enter the Guiness World Book of Records because of her exceptional music. Read this e-book for more about Taylor Swift's rise to fame. Translator:
Celine Claire PUBLISHER: TEKTIME
Este libro electrónico explica la biografía de Taylor Swift y su ascenso a la fama. El ascenso a la fama de Taylor Swift se debe a muchos factores. Pero una cosa es segura. Será recordada como una de las más grandes artistas femeninas de todos los tiempos por sus numerosos logros musicales en línea y fuera de ella. Ha conseguido entrar en el Libro Guiness de los Récords gracias a su excepcional música. Lee este libro electrónico
para saber más sobre el ascenso a la fama de Taylor Swift. Translator: Elsa González PUBLISHER: TEKTIME
#1 New York Times bestseller! In this enthralling sequel to Kendare Blake’s New York Times bestselling Three Dark Crowns, Fennbirn’s deadliest queens must face the one thing standing in their way of the crown: each other. The battle for the crown has begun, but which of the three sisters will prevail? With the unforgettable events of the Quickening behind them and the Ascension Year underway, all bets are off. Katharine, once the
weak and feeble sister, is stronger than ever before. Arsinoe, after discovering the truth about her powers, must figure out how to make her secret talent work in her favor without anyone finding out. And Mirabella, once thought to be the strongest sister of all and the certain Queen Crowned, faces attacks like never before—ones that put those around her in danger she can’t seem to prevent. Don't miss Five Dark Fates, the thrilling
conclusion to the series!
The Routledge Companion to Trust
Superstar Singer and Songwriter
An Introduction to the Mass Media Landscape
The Unwritten Rules of the Social Game We All Play
Spotification of Popular Culture in the Field of Popular Communication
Losing Brave

When a production company comes to River Heights to shoot some scenes for a new movie, Nancy goes undercover on the set to discover who is behind some threatening emails.
Today, June 30, 2019, marks the 365th day and 535th comment on my disease, alcoholism! When I started this challenge, the road was foggy, foreboding, and filled with reasons to abort the mission! Being the obstinate alcoholic, I refused to listen to nay thoughts. They never helped during my forty years of active alcoholic insanity! If I really intend to help sick and suffering dipsomaniacs like me, I knew I must trudge on. That's what I've attempted to do with my
comments. I never thought such insight could come from a drunk with my history! But then I guess it has! It's not my insight but that which flowed through me from my God, of my understanding! I believe my God with infinite wisdom said, "Looks like my child Bob is trying to 'straighten up and fly right!' I'll give him help!" And for the last twelve months, God has guided every step, indeed every word of this mental voyage! I am so thankful to discern this help and
attempt to convey it to you who is so desperately in need as I am! When I visualized the enormous task from Bob's perspective and my plan, it seemed overwhelming and unachievable! But that's when I would quiet myself and remember admonitions of so many brothers and sisters to "let go and let God!" The words would thence cascade like an enormous waterfall! Those were the moments I believe the magnificence of God shown through! As you read and reflect, I hope
you will be inspired to share God's insight and guidance! We know we are afflicted with an incurable destructive malady! God's intercession and a spiritual experience are our salvation! I believe this through and through! My fervent hope is that once you embrace his mercy, forgiveness, and grace, you will straighten up and fly right also! These are sober thoughts, for you to mull over, from your alcoholic brother, sober Bob!
In this report I will explore a very small part of the music industry from the USA, more precisely I will investigate the contribution, greater or lesser, of black and white artists in the production and writing of their albums. The artists investigated in this report are Taylor Swift, Kanye West, Beyoncé, Kendrick Lamar, Macklemore & Ryan, Adele and Beck. I selected these artists because the music produced and released by them were used by various artists and journalists as
examples of racial discrimination that takes place in the music industry. For example, Kendrick Lamar (black man) was promoted by western journalists the winner of the Best Rap Album days before the 2014 ceremony, but was defeated by Macklemore & Ryan (white artists) and in 2016 by Taylor Swift (white artist); Beyoncé (black artist) lost in 2015 to Beck (white artist) and in 2017 she lost to Adele (white artist). In other words, today’s music industry is caught in a
difficult situation that is severely undermining The Recording Academy’s credibility and the Grammy Awards. Supporters of black artists have two arguments against the rules and awards offered by The Recording Academy: 1. the higher recognition of music received by the white artists is not about the quality and originality of their music, but because of the colour of their skin; in other words, the white artist received the higher recognition because the institutions behind
the awards is ruled by white people; 2. black artists create music and white artists take advantage and profit from their creation. The purpose of this report is to show (within the limits of the information used): 1. the creativity, originality and novelty of the investigated artists; 2. the artist(s) with a greater contribution in the production and writing of a song(s) and album(s) that have been released; 3. whether the awards and recognition offered by the USA music industry are
based on originality, creativity and novelty in music, or are offered based on the colour of the skin; 4. what are the differences between the music recognized by receiving an award and the music that did not receive an award, but was nominated for the music award (either by the vote of the general public or by the vote of the members of the jury); 5. whether the loss of the award is a direct and personal non-recognition of the black artist(s) who performed the song(s) and
under whose name the song(s) and album(s) were released; 6. whether the loss of the award is a direct and personal non-recognition of the black producer(s) and lyricist(s) who created a part(s) (or full) of a song(s) and the album(s); 7. reasons that might justify why white artists receive more recognition than black artists in the music industry (only the artists in this report and Grammy Awards: Album of the Year, Best Rap Album; MTV Awards: Beyoncé (Single Ladies (Put
a Ring On It), If I were a Boy) versus Taylor Swift (You Belong With Me, The Man) regarding the originality of these songs. This report was born out of the urgent need to confront and challenge the core arguments of black artists who feel and promote the idea of injustice regarding their music, hoping to provide clearer, more transparent information and better-founded reasons for the institution’s decision to award the white artists from this report. Black artists and white
artists are in need of answers and this report is a meditative resource about the recognition of their contribution in the music industry. The report can be used to calm the realities of racism and can provide a point of reference of the quality, originality and novelty of the music used in this report, but also for future artists waiting to be discovered.
"Drawing on interviews with leading artists and band members as well as journeymen musicians, music executives, and managers, economist Alan Krueger takes readers backstage to show how the music industry works. Incorporating tabulations of the latest data on concert revenues, ticket prices, royalties, streaming, tour dates, and merchandise sales, Rockonomics reveals who makes money and how, and it chronicles the radical transformation of the economics of the
music industry in recent decades."--book jacket
Rockonomics
The Rise of the Concert Industry and How the Public Got Scalped
Taylor Swift - Red (Taylor's Version)
A Journey Behind the Musical Notes
Reputation
Taylor Swift: The Whole Story

Talent is great if you have it and luck is fine if you can find it, but Alex Kazemi learned it would take something more to make dreams come true. It would take magick—a real, spiritual force that anyone can learn to harness. You have the power within you. “Alex Kazemi is
a boy wonder.” —Shirley Manson “My favorite millennial provocateur.” —Bret Easton Ellis Magick isn't a treasured secret for a privileged few. It's meant for everyone. It’s meant for you. Are you ready to bend reality? Do you want to get out of The Simulation? Do you want
to unlock your creative potential? Do you hunger for a more balanced, awakened life? Magick offers this and more. Follow Alex on his journey from troubled outsider to an enlightened young man as he shares the secret power of pop magick. “Alex Kazemi has his finger on the
pulse of magick and all its wonders." —George Noory, Host of Coast to Coast AM “I want to heal. This book should help me along my treacherous path to better understanding myself.” —Bella Thorne “If Alex is a magician, then he would disappear.” —Marilyn Manson “Alex’s
creativity is off the charts.” —The AstroTwins, Ophira & Tali Edut (Astrostyle.com)
Payton Brave's twin sister, Dylan, has been missing for more than a year. So has Payton's memory. Amid the turmoil of her sister’s disappearance, Payton feels lost as the one left behind. Her mental state wrought and reckless, she tumbles from the graces of popularity to
the outskirts of high school society, where she attracts a rag-tag group of friends—and a troubling romance with her sister’s boyfriend, Cole. Though Payton remembers nothing of the day Dylan disappeared, she must pry into her own mind when another missing girl’s body is
recovered from a nearby lake, the victim’s features eerily similar to Dylan’s. The further Payton presses into the recesses of her memory, the more danger surrounds her. The darkness around her sister’s disappearance grows and the truth becomes more and more unbearable.
What she finds might just cost Payton her life. Losing Brave: Is written by award-winning actress Bailee Madison (Once Upon a Time, Bridge to Terabithia) and Reader’s Choice Award Finalist Stefne Miller Features forbidden romance, intense action, and high-stakes sacrifice
This book examines the most prolific international women’s football tournament—the FIFA Women’s World Cup—through media, fandom and how mediated women’s soccer can improve on a global scale. Women’s soccer has exploded in terms of media exposure, television audiences and
live spectatorship. This book explores those macro-level issues, while also digging into micro-level topics such as Megan Rapinoe’s celebrations and political activism, VAR reviews, LGBTQ imagery, and cultural obstacles for women’s football in Central-Eastern Europe and
Nigeria. Using an interdisciplinary approach, scholars look at issues through the lenses of feminist theory, cultural studies, rhetorical criticism, political economy, performative sport fandom, autoethnography, and more. Thus, the book is important reading for students,
researchers and media practitioners with interests in women’s soccer, gender in sports media, coverage of women’s sport, and sport fandom.
Get inside the head of one of the most influential musicians of our time with this collection of her most inspiring and revealing quotes. The quotations in this book have been carefully curated from Taylor Swift’s numerous public statements—interviews, op-eds, social
media posts, and more. It’s a comprehensive picture of her meteoric rise to the top, her ever-savvy business sense, and her increasingly forthright perspective on the music world and beyond. Swift’s catchy, chart-topping songs have propelled her to become one of the
bestselling musicians of all time. But in the more than fifteen years she’s been making music, she has also amassed enough power to buck the norms of an industry notorious for controlling the images of its often very young female artists. She’s stood up for herself and
for other artists, championing their rights to fair royalties, and inspired tens of thousands of fans to register to vote. Swift’s achievements have earned her spots on both Forbes’s Most Powerful Women and Time’s 100 Most Influential People lists. Now, for the first
time, you can find her most inspirational, thought-provoking quotes in one place.
The Remarkable Journeys of Jason and Gareth
Create, Produce, Consume
¿cómo taylor swift se hizo famosa?
In Her Own Words
How taylor swift became famous
Made in Taiwan: Studies in Popular Music serves as a comprehensive introduction to the history, sociology, and musicology of contemporary Taiwanese popular music. Each essay, written by a leading scholar of Taiwanese music, covers the major figures, styles, and social contexts of pop music in Taiwan and provides adequate context so readers understand why the figure or
genre under discussion is of lasting significance. The book first presents a general description of the history and background of popular music in Taiwan, followed by essays organized into thematic sections: Trajectories, Identities, Issues, and Interactions.
“A clear, comprehensive look at a murky business.” —The Wall Street Journal Your favorite band has just announced their nationwide tour. Should you pay to join their fan club and get in on the pre-sale? No, you decide to wait. But the on-sale date arrives, and the site is jammed. You can’t get on—and the concert is sold out in six minutes. What happened? What now? Music
journalists Dean Budnick and Josh Baron chronicle the behind-the-scenes history of the modern concert industry. Filled with entertaining rock-and-roll anecdotes about The Rolling Stones, The Grateful Dead, Pearl Jam, and more—and charting the emergence of players like Ticketmaster, StubHub, Live Nation, and Outbox—Ticket Masters will transfix every concertgoer who
wonders just where the price of admission really goes. This edition has an updated epilogue that covers recent industry developments.
Do Not Sell At Any PriceThe Wild, Obsessive Hunt for the World's Rarest 78rpm RecordsSimon and Schuster
Jason and his magic cat Gareth travel through time to visit countries all over the world during different periods of history.
Time Cat
A Biography
A Backstage Tour of what the Music Industry Can Teach Us about Economics and Life
Taylor Swift - Reputation Songbook
Made in Taiwan
Virtue Bombs

The Live Music Business: Management and Production of Concerts and Festivals, Third Edition, shines a light on the enigmatic live music business, offering a wealth of inside advice and trade secrets to artists and bands looking to make a living in the industry. Previously published as The Tour Book, this new edition has been extensively revised, reorganized, and
updated to reflect today’s music industry. This practical guidebook examines the roles of the key players – from booking agents to concert promoters, artist managers to talent buyers – and the deals, conventions, and processes that drive this global business. Written by a touring professional with over 25 years of experience, this book elucidates why playing live is
crucial to the success of any musician, band, or artist, explaining issues like: what managers, promoters, and agents do and how they arrange shows and tours; how to understand and negotiate show contracts; how to create a contract rider, and how the rider affects the money you earn from a show; how to appear professional and knowledgeable in an industry with
its own conventions, language, and baffling technical terms; and a three-year plan using live performance to kickstart your music career Intended for music artists and students, The Live Music Business presents proven live-music career strategies, covering every aspect of putting on a live show, from rehearsing and soundchecks to promotions, marketing, and
contracts. In an era when performing live is more essential than ever, this is the go-to guidebook for getting your show on the road and making a living from music.
(Easy Guitar). Taylor's 2017 album release continues her chart-topping success, debuting on the Billboard 200 chart at number 1, led by the previously released singles "Look What You Made Me Do" and "...Ready for It." Our songbook features these 2 songs plus 13 more: Call It What You Want * Dancing with Our Hands Tied * Delicate * Don't Blame Me * Dress * End
Game * Getaway Car * Gorgeous * I Did Something Bad * King of My Heart * New Year's Day * So It Goes... * This Is Why We Can't Have Nice Things.
(E-Z Play Today). A dozen hits from this megastar, all in our famous, easy-to-play notation: Fearless * Fifteen * Forever & Always * Hey Stephen * Love Story * Our Song * Picture to Burn * Should've Said No * Teardrops on My Guitar * White Horse * You Belong with Me * You're Not Sorry.
The full story of Taylor Swift’s stratospheric rise to fame; all any dedicated Swifty needs to know about the pop superstar who’s taking over the world.
Crowds and Power from Woodstock to Coachella
Social Media and Society
Management and Production of Concerts and Festivals
The Evolving World of Jane Austen Fans
Best of Taylor Swift (Songbook)
(Paperback Colour Edition)
In this report I investigated the Famous feud between Kim Kardashian, Kanye West and Taylor Swift. The mechanisms for interpreting the feud are multiple and there is still a great interest in debating the perpetrators and the victims of the feud. This report was born out of the urgent need to provide clearer, more transparent information and better-founded examples to explain the feud for the
general public in a different way than what Kim Kardashian, Kanye West and Taylor Swift offered through music, interviews and other media content. This report exposes the background strategies of Kanye West, Kim Kardashian, Taylor Swift and Western mass-media to maintain popularity and fame in an ever-changing world: sacrifices, intelligence, methods of communications, side effects and a
minimal view of the efficiency of their strategies in the long term. I’m gonna let you finish reading it, but ‘On the Famous Feud’ is a unique and original investigation, there is no other research that explores this conflict on various levels.
Create, Produce, Consume explores the cycle of musical experience for musicians, professionals, and budding entrepreneurs looking to break into the music industry. Building on the concepts of his previous book, Making Money, Making Music, David Bruenger provides readers with a basic framework for understanding the relationships between the artist and audience and the producer consumer
by examining the methods underlying creation-production-reception and creation-consumption-compensation. Each chapter offers a different perspective on the processes and structures that lead listeners to discover, experience, and interact with music and musical artists. Through case studies ranging from Taylor Swift’s refusal to allow her music to be streamed on Spotify to the rise of artists
supported through sites like Patreon, Bruenger offers highly relevant real-world examples of industry practices that shape our encounters with music. Create, Produce, Consume is a critical tool for giving readers the agile knowledge necessary to adapt to a rapidly changing music industry. Graphs, tables, lists for additional reading, and questions for further discussion illustrate key concepts. Online
resources for instructors and students will include sample syllabi, lists for expanded reading, and more.
This edited collection considers various meanings of the "Spotification" of music and other media. Specifically, it replies to the editor’s call to address the changes in media cultures and industries accompanying the transition to streaming media and media services. Streaming media services have become part of daily life all over the world, with Spotify, in particular, inheriting and reconfiguring
characteristics of older ways of publishing, distributing, and consuming media. The contributors look to the broader community of music, media, and cultural researchers to spell out some of the implications of the Spotification of music and popular culture. These include changes in personal media consumption and production, educational processes, and the work of media industries.
Interdisciplinary scholarship on commercial digital distribution is needed more than ever to illuminate the qualitative changes to production, distribution, and consumption accompanying streaming music and television. This book represents the latest research and theory on the conversion of mass markets for recorded music to streaming services.
"This text engages students in the social media phenomenon, exploring how fundamental changes in mass media influence every level of societal communication. With the explosion of social media and big data, students must become conscious of media's positive and negative influences on their lives"-This Is Our Song
NOT EVERYTHING WAS A BED OF ROSES
Out of the Woods Sheet Music
New Models for Understanding Music Business
Taylor Swift - Evermore Easy Piano Songbook
Half a Million Strong

Taylor Swift like you've never seen her. A look at her work, her poetry, her best moments and the falls. This editorial work draws from her beginnings in country music until her last release in July 2020. Current, sincere, quick to read and deep like Taylor herself. A irreplaceable book if you want to discover the true story of our beautiful performer, as well
as surprising facts, song lyrics and wonderful photographs.
Taylor Swift is an American singer-songwriter. One of the world's leading contemporary recording artists, she is known for narrative songs about her personal life, which have received widespread media coverage. Born and raised in Pennsylvania, Swift moved to Nashville, Tennessee at the age of 14 to pursue a career in country music. She signed with
the label Big Machine Records and became the youngest artist ever signed by the Sony/ATV Music publishing house. Her 2006 self-titled debut album peaked at number five on the Billboard 200 and spent the most weeks on the chart in the 2000s. The album's third single, "Our Song," made her the youngest person to single-handedly write and perform a
number-one song on the Hot Country Songs chart. Swift's second album, Fearless, was released in 2008. Buoyed by the success of pop crossover singles "Love Story" and "You Belong with Me," Fearless became the best-selling album of 2009 in the US. The album won four Grammy Awards, with Swift becoming the youngest Album of the Year winner.
Swift was the sole writer of her 2010 album, Speak Now. It debuted at number one in the United States and the single "Mean" won two Grammy Awards. Her fourth album, Red (2012), yielded the successful singles "We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together" and "I Knew You Were Trouble." For her fifth album, the pop-focused 1989 (2014), she received
three Grammys, and became the first woman and fifth act overall to win Album of the Year twice. Its singles "Shake It Off," "Blank Space," and "Bad Blood" reached number one in the US, Australia, and Canada. The 2015 concert tour for 1989 became one of the highest-grossing of the decade. Swift's sixth album, Reputation (2017) and its lead single
"Look What You Made Me Do" topped the UK and US charts; with the former, she became the first act to have four albums sell one million copies within one week in the US. As a songwriter, Swift has received awards from the Nashville Songwriters Association and the Songwriters Hall of Fame, and was included in Rolling Stone's 100 Greatest
Songwriters of All Time in 2015. She is also the recipient of 10 Grammys, six Guinness World Records, one Emmy Award, 23 Billboard Music Awards, and 12 Country Music Association Awards. Swift is one of the best-selling music artists of all time, having sold more than 40 million albums-including 27.8 million in the US-and 130 million single downloads.
She has appeared in Time's 100 most influential people in the world (2010 and 2015), Forbes' top-earning women in music (2011-2015), Forbes' 100 most powerful women (2015), and Forbes Celebrity 100 (2016). Her inclusion in the third of these made her the youngest woman on the list, and she ranked first in Celebrity 100.
From baby boomers to millennials, attending a big music festival has basically become a cultural rite of passage in America. In Half a Million Strong, music writer and scholar Gina Arnold explores the history of large music festivals in America and examines their impact on American culture. Studying literature, films, journalism, and other archival detritus
of the countercultural era, Arnold looks closely at a number of large and well-known festivals, including the Newport Folk Festival, Woodstock, Altamont, Wattstax, the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival, Hardly Strictly Bluegrass, and others to map their cultural significance in the American experience. She finds that—far from being the utopian and
communal spaces of spiritual regeneration that they claim for themselves— these large music festivals serve mostly to display the free market to consumers in its very best light.
A book about Taylor. Made with love. By fans. For fans. “Delightful...A rich and exhaustive production...Swifties have gotten their bible.” —The New Yorker Ten years ago, an unknown sixteen-year-old released a self-titled debut country album. A decade later, Taylor Swift has reached record-breaking, chart-topping heights. A ten-time Grammy winner,
Swift has been hailed for her songwriting talent, crossed effortlessly from country to pop, and established herself as a musician who can surprise, delight, and inspire, all while connecting with her fans in a way that only she can. Amazingly, after all these years, there is no great, comprehensive book about Swift for her fans. Until now. This book, a fangenerated celebration of Swift’s first decade as an artist, collects the best writing and images from the past ten years in one gorgeous volume. From prefame interviews with Swift in local Pennsylvania newspapers to major profiles in The New Yorker and Rolling Stone; from album reviews by top critics such as Robert Christgau, Sasha Frere-Jones, and
Ann Powers to essays by beloved novelists like Maggie Shipstead; from Tavi Gevinson’s classic ode to Swift in The Believer to Q&As with Chuck Klosterman and humorous analysis from McSweeney’s and The Hairpin; from album-themed crossword puzzles and adult coloring pages to profiles of Taylor’s biggest fans; from an excerpt of the soon-to-bepublished novel Taylor Swift: Girl Detective to a “book within a book” of Swift’s most inspiring quotations titled (naturally) The Tao of Tay, this book is the vital collection of all things Taylor. Here, finally, is the must-have book for every Swiftie and every music lover. For, as Klosterman wrote in GQ, “If you don’t take Swift seriously, you don’t take
contemporary music seriously.” * This book is a tribute to Taylor Swift, but she was not involved in its creation. *
The Councillor
Black and White Music
A Simple Guide to Bending Your Reality
A Fake Relationship Romance
Studies in Popular Music
One Dark Throne
From her early career in country music to her chart-topping pop hits, learn more about singer-songwriter Taylor Swift, one of the best-selling musical artists of all time.
Small-town girl. America's Sweetheart. The biggest pop star in the world.It began with one guy and then the next. Until my reputation preceded me.Yes, I dated them - all of them. Yes, I broke up with them. All of them.Was it too much? The world said yes. Too many, too quickly.My reputation was falling faster than a shooting star and the only way to save it was with the
boy who never wanted me.Zach Parker. Singer, songwriter, and sexy as sin.To him, I was just his best friend's little sister. A pest that had grown into a famous annoyance.Zach wanted nothing to do with me, but he could be tempted... with a stepping stone to fame.The plan was simple: Childhood Sweethearts Fall in Love on US Tour.The plan was to let them see what
they wanted to see: our 'romance' blossom right in front of their eyes.A romance that Zach had made painfully clear to me years ago would never exist.They said it was the only thing that could repair my image.So, every night I'll stand on that stage and give Zach my heart piece by piece, note by note.We'll give them a show they'll never forget and a love story that I may
not survive.Because who cares that in order to put my reputation back together, I'll have to tear my heart apart?
This book explores online fan spaces in search of "Janeites" all over the world to discover what fans are making, how fans are sharing their work, and why it matters that so many women and nonbinary individuals find a haven not only in Jane Austen, but also in Jane Austen fandom. In relatable chapters based on firsthand experience, the authors explore how Austen
fandom has and continues to build communities around women, people of color, and the LGBTQ+ community.
Hollywood’s Dream Factory is now a nightmare of woke restrictions, Identity Politics run amok, and freedom-snuffing rules and regulations. The Oscars are unwatchable, as are many films and television shows thanks to the woke revolution. Virtue Bombs breaks down where Hollywood went so wrong, illustrates the slow-motion disaster infiltrating the industry, and offers
a glimmer of hope for a woke-free tomorrow. Award-winning film critic Christian Toto has all the receipts, showcasing Hollywood’s virtue-signaling follies and how it could get much, much worse before it gets better.
Pop Magick
TAYLOR SWIFT
Ranking
The Wild, Obsessive Hunt for the World's Rarest 78rpm Records
On the Famous Feud
How Hollywood Got Woke and Lost Its Soul
Human beings are competitive. We want to know who is the strongest, who is the richest, and who is the cleverest of all. Some situations, like ranking people based on height, can be ranked in objective ways. However, many "Top Ten" lists are based on subjective categorization and give only the illusion of objectivity. In fact, we don't always want to be seen objectively since we don't mind having a better image
or rank than deserved. Ranking: The Unwritten Rules of the Social Game We All Play applies scientific theories to everyday experience by raising and answering questions like: Are college ranking lists objective? How do we rank and rate countries based on their fragility, level of corruption, or even happiness? How do we find the most relevant web pages? How are employees ranked? This book is for people
who have a neighbor with a fancier car; employees, who are being ranked by their supervisors; managers, who are involved in ranking but may have qualms about the process; businesspeople interested in creating better visibility for their companies; scientists, writers, artists, and other competitors who would like to see themselves at the top of a success list; or college students who are just preparing to enter a
new phase of social competition. Readers will engage in an intellectual adventure to better understand the difficulties of navigating between objectivity and subjectivity and to better identify and modify their place in real and virtual communities by combining human and computational intelligence.
In recent years, trust has enjoyed increasing interest from a wide range of parties, including organizations, policymakers, and the media. Perennially linked to turbulence and scandals, the damaging and rebuilding of trust is a contemporary concern affecting all areas of society. Comprising six thematic sections, The Routledge Companion to Trust provides a comprehensive survey of trust research. With
contributions from international experts, this volume examines the major topics and emerging areas within the field, including essays on the foundations, levels and theories of trust. It also examines trust repair and explores trust in settings such as healthcare, finance, food supply chains, and the internet. The Routledge Companion to Trust is an extensive reference work which will be a vital resource to
researchers and practitioners across the fields of management and organizational studies, behavioural economics, psychology, cultural anthropology, political science and sociology.
(Piano Vocal). This sheet music features an arrangement for piano and voice with guitar chord frames, with the melody presented in the right hand of the piano part as well as in the vocal line. It also includes access to an online digital audio backing track!
What would Taylor do? Songwriting genius, poised performer, warm-hearted friend-we'd all love to be a bit more like Taylor Swift. This brilliant guide will show you how. Whether it is standing up for yourself and your friends, opening your heart to love, or refusing to let others write your reputation, these life lessons will help you shake off your troubles and become folklore for Swifties everywhere.
Containing advice on love, friendship, overcoming fears, being yourself, and finding creative inspiration, Be More Taylor Swift is the perfect gift for Taylor Swift fans.
Be More Taylor Swift
Fearless Advice on Following Your Dreams and Finding Your Voice
The Live Music Business
Austentatious
Do Not Sell At Any Price
Media, Fandom, and Soccer’s Biggest Stage
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